
Multi-monitor setups 2 : the cleaned-up v…

Survey Results

Question

01 Which multi-monitor setups do you frequently deal with ?
Answers

664
97%

Skips

19
3%

0% 25.5% 51% COUNT PERCENT

Independent screens that are set up in hardware or
software to work together as the main display (e.g.
AMD Eyefinity)

445 51%

A main display plus "slave" video outputs that are
not permanently connected (e.g. larger extra
monitor, TV set, projector...)

304 35%

Screens that are physically linked and designed to
work together as the main display (e.g. Nintendo
DS)

73 8%

A server without a main screen which manages the
video output of dumb terminals. 55 6%

Question

02 Any setup you think I have forgotten ?
Answers

47
7%

Skips

636
93%

14,829,275 DisplayLink multi-monitor setup for a Notebook that works over USB Yesterday, 6:09PM

14,756,294
Yes, a decent set of examples. I don't know what AMD Eyefinity is, but I have a Mac and have been using
multiple monitors since 1991.

Wednesday, Sep
7th 5:36AM

14,751,695 standard multi-monitor configurations on windows/etc.
Tuesday, Sep 6th
11:40PM

14,750,493 Two identical screens hooked up to a graphics card with two DVI ports
Tuesday, Sep 6th
10:37PM

14,744,827 mouse/keyboard sharing with f.e. synergy
Tuesday, Sep 6th
6:29PM

14,744,346 Synergy!
Tuesday, Sep 6th
6:09PM

14,738,948 Extremely high-res single displays that are addressed as multiple independent screens
Tuesday, Sep 6th
2:30PM

14,735,469
Multi-computer setup. I have a desktop and a laptop, I use one monitor for both.. making the laptop
change from 1-monitor to 2-monitor setup using a KVM switch.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
9:44AM

14,728,517
A primary display (i.e. computer monitor) and a secondary one in the form of a secondary device (i.e.
iPad).

Monday, Sep 5th
11:58PM

14,723,195
multi-seat setup, which may be a case of "A server without a main screen which manages the video output
of dumb terminals."

Monday, Sep 5th
6:25PM

14,720,575
I almost chose choice 3, but then I saw they need to be "not permanent". I use two large monitors on my
Mac, one of which is the main (it has the menu bar), the other is kind of a slave. But it's permanent. So I

Monday, Sep 5th
4:50PM



chose choice 2. The least that can be said is that you are very confusing.
4:50PM

14,720,144 remote session to another system via x11
Monday, Sep 5th
4:32PM

14,717,127
A main "display" (single or multi) with secondary display(s) - small screen displaying ICQ, Mail inbox, similar,
permanently,

Monday, Sep 5th
2:25PM

14,716,988 Notebook connecting to larger monitor.
Monday, Sep 5th
2:21PM

14,716,618 Possibly laptops? My external monitor is my 'main' display when plugged in at work.
Monday, Sep 5th
2:00PM

14,716,332 Laptop with a separate screen, using the screen alongside the laptop screen when docked
Monday, Sep 5th
1:43PM

14,715,950
I think a laptop that goes around and sometimes ends up on a desk with secondary monitor is a special
case. It is not a case of slave or extra this is special because of the frequent reconfigurations

Monday, Sep 5th
1:20PM

14,715,577
the 2nd option is confusing. i checked it because i plainly use two monitors with my desktop-pc. "work
together as the main display" sounds as if you only ask for users who use multiple monitors as a virtual
single very-widescreen display.

Monday, Sep 5th
12:55PM

14,715,368 Don't think so.
Monday, Sep 5th
12:40PM

14,714,963 KVM-based setups, Synergy-based setups
Monday, Sep 5th
12:10PM

14,714,588 Source Code Main Screen and Statisticts secondary screen
Monday, Sep 5th
11:46AM

14,713,668 laptop + huge screen (the laptop screen is sometimes turned off)
Monday, Sep 5th
10:41AM

14,713,653
Synergy setup where you share the mouse and keyboard of the controlling PC to control the other PCs
(the controlled ones). Yo see all the displays at the same time, the cool thing is that you can work in one
computer and procrastinate in the other at the same time in a more secure manner.

Monday, Sep 5th
10:46AM

14,712,026
Many monitors (usually from 2 to 6) working through software as the main display and 1 or many touch
screen monitors working as programmable input devices

Monday, Sep 5th
9:02AM

14,711,117 multiple computers with multiple screens all working together via Synergy
Monday, Sep 5th
8:01AM

14,710,581 Hologram, emperor mode... Honestly though, wireless IPad, plus laptops (using Synergy or the likes).
Monday, Sep 5th
7:19AM

14,707,833
Combinations and permutations of existing options (e.g. computer with independant screens plus dumb
terminals and temporary connections)

Monday, Sep 5th
3:53AM

14,707,675 multi-monitor setups 1 VIDEO CARD
Monday, Sep 5th
3:43AM

14,706,442
Independent screens that are not designed to work together as the main display; e.g., one separate X
server running on each screen. Esoteric, I realise, but it's certainly been done before, as with Userful.

Monday, Sep 5th
2:13AM

14,704,231 My laptop alongside my desktop
Sunday, Sep 4th
11:59PM

14,704,024
Mix touch and non-touch based monitors (very unlikely, but might cross someone's path one day with
those all-in-one devices plugged to an external monitor)

Sunday, Sep 4th
11:46PM

14,703,781
I use a secondary monitor at my workplace, it is permanently connected but not in an eyefinity fashion. it
extends my Windows desktop but if i launched a game it would display only in one of the monitors while -

Sunday, Sep 4th
11:34PM



according to my knowledge - eyefinity would display it on both of them.
11:34PM

14,703,136 Yes, just a normal dual head setup. 2 monitors setup as dual head... master-master
Sunday, Sep 4th
11:08PM

14,702,848
A main display with extra "slave" outputs that are permanently connected (i.e., two or more monitors
connected to one or more graphics cards).

Sunday, Sep 4th
10:49PM

14,701,789 no
Sunday, Sep 4th
9:52PM

14,701,431 nVidia TwinView
Sunday, Sep 4th
9:32PM

14,700,900 Synergy for multiple operating systems
Sunday, Sep 4th
9:04PM

14,700,786 Secondary display with less pertinent information? Windows sideshow & some flip phones?
Sunday, Sep 4th
8:57PM

14,700,709 No screen ie brale teletype systems
Sunday, Sep 4th
8:54PM

14,699,396 No
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:52PM

14,699,391 I don't use multi monitors at all
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:54PM

14,699,106 Single display ;>
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:38PM

14,698,355 No
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:01PM

14,698,226 multiple computers, multiple screen, one mouse and one keyboard
Sunday, Sep 4th
6:54PM

14,698,022 2) but nothing to do with "AMD Eyefinity". Just 2 independant display
Sunday, Sep 4th
6:44PM

14,697,807 Laptop ( mainly used as desktop ) + external monitor that is 90%+ of the time connected
Sunday, Sep 4th
6:35PM

14,697,378 remote access to headless servers (ssh, rdp, vnc)
Sunday, Sep 4th
6:15PM
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Question

03 Are the screens lined up, or do they follow a more complex structure
? (Mandatory)

Answers

445
65%

Skips

238
35%

0% 42% 84% COUNT PERCENT

All setups follow a horizontal or vertical line 373 84%

They sometimes have a more complex structure 72 16%

Question

04 How did you acquire the screens for such setups ? (Mandatory)
Answers

445
65%

Skips

238
35%

0% 22% 44% COUNT PERCENT

I have always been putting together unrelated
purchases 194 44%



Sometimes all at once, sometimes I just put
together unrelated purchases 159 36%

Always all at once, with the aim of using them
together 77 17%

Always all at once, but I have sometimes replaced
one screen without replacing the others 15 3%

Question

05 In software, do you use "seamless mode" or do you treat them as
independent video outputs ? (Mandatory)

Answers

445
65%

Skips

238
35%

0% 33% 66% COUNT PERCENT

Seamless mode (content can stretch across
multiple screens, windows can cross screen
boundaries)

293 66%

Sometimes one, sometimes the other 86 19%

Independent video outputs 66 15%
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Question

06 Do the screens you use for this purpose share a common dot density
(DPI) ? (Mandatory)

Answers

379
55%

Skips

304
45%

0% 32% 64% COUNT PERCENT

Not always 241 64%

Always 138 36%

Question

07 Where two monitor edges physically touch each other, are they
roughly of the same length ? (Mandatory)

Answers

379
55%

Skips

304
45%

0% 30.5% 61% COUNT PERCENT

Not always 231 61%

Always 148 39%
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Question

08 How well do you think each OS deals with a main display made of
multiple monitors ? (Mandatory)

Answers

445
65%

Skips

238
35%

TERRIBLE BAD OKAY GOOD EXCELLENT DON'T USE AVERAGE

Windows 4 28 93 156 87 77 2.97

Mac OS X 9 5 36 53 47 295 0.63

Linux/BSDs 9 47 108 132 55 94 2.55

Question

09 Other OSs whose multi-monitor performance you want to discuss ?
Rate them here !

Answers

19
3%

Skips

664
97%



14,749,919
IBM OS/360 & CICS data entry screens for teleoperators -- 1,000 and more independent simultaneously
used screens. (Well you wanted unlisted multi-monitors configurations!)

Tuesday, Sep 6th
10:07PM

14,739,023 windows is practicularly obnoxious because of the whole desktop background fun on multiple displays.
Tuesday, Sep 6th
2:35PM

14,735,814 BeOS, excellent
Tuesday, Sep 6th
10:19AM

14,729,013
Multimonitor on Linux isn't an OS-wide thing so much as it's a window manager--specific issue. I use
XMonad and find its default multimonitor behavior to be extremely intuitive.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
12:31AM

14,726,661 Haiku: Mwah
Monday, Sep 5th
10:10PM

14,720,144

BeOS / Haiku-OS - Okay, too.
Solaris 10 - CFE: Okay too.
none is really good at it.
Ubuntu and MacOS X start getting there, but 10.7 is a step down the wrong path.

Monday, Sep 5th
4:32PM

14,718,705 Android does not deal very well with multiple monitors.
Monday, Sep 5th
3:35PM

14,717,127
I'm not using any Multi-Monitor Specific features of Windows (if there are any) but what i think is great is
the ability to position my Screen Layout in the Screen-UI by dragging, especially aligning the edges. What i
miss is an built in way to assign different Wallpapers to the separate screens.

Monday, Sep 5th
2:25PM

14,715,577 Best ever was any Windows with the Matrox PowerDesk-Software. Still unrivalled.
Monday, Sep 5th
12:55PM

14,714,233 MacOS 7
Monday, Sep 5th
11:25AM

14,712,191 Solaris: good
Monday, Sep 5th
9:17AM

14,712,134
Impossible to answer Q8 as different versions of each flavour of operating system have wildly different
answers. Question should be more specific.

Monday, Sep 5th
9:13AM

14,711,667 hp-ux
Monday, Sep 5th
8:39AM

14,710,969
The original mac displays in 1987+ had nice "feature" of having fixed resolutions and DPI, so all screens
had equal (72 dpi) dot size, so back then there were no DPI issues when using multi-monitor setups

Monday, Sep 5th
7:52AM

14,709,678 OpenVMS good
Monday, Sep 5th
6:03AM

14,708,834

Classic MacOS. MacOS X has not dramatically improved on the experience in the old OS. Just the hardware
is better, and the control is a little more refined. Also Good.

Classic Windows. Used to be terrible.

Windows Vista and earlier, only Okay. Windows 7 has dramatic improvements in the area of window
management, including several new keyboard shortcuts for multi-monitor use.

Monday, Sep 5th
5:04AM

14,707,820
Its not a question of OS, but a question of Window Manager. Anything tiled do a great job. AwesomeWM
does the best (I use 5 screens, all of them are productive and require no manual management)

Monday, Sep 5th
3:54AM

14,701,477
For years I have tired to do a triple monitor setup in Linux using ATI and Nivdia cards, never got it to work
correctly.

Sunday, Sep 4th
9:34PM

14,697,066
Linux w/ open source drives = rubbish.
Linux w/ Nvidia or AMD drivers = almost usable.

Sunday, Sep 4th
6:03PM
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Question

10 Which software setups do you use with "slave" displays ?
(Mandatory)

Answers

304
45%

Skips

379
55%

0% 23.5% 47% COUNT PERCENT

Seamless mode (output stretches across multiple
screens) 205 47%

Independent video output (to each screen its
output) 151 35%

Clone/Mirror mode (it's just a bigger version of my
main display) 81 19%

Question

11 How well do you think each OS deals with slave displays ?
(Mandatory)

Answers

304
45%

Skips

379
55%

TERRIBLE BAD OKAY GOOD EXCELLENT DON'T USE AVERAGE

Windows 1 19 79 102 49 54 2.88

Mac OS X 4 5 28 54 34 179 1

Linux/BSDs 10 32 88 82 26 66 2.4

Question

12 Other OSs whose slave display handling you want to discuss ? Rate
them here !

Answers

4
1%

Skips

679
99%

14,720,144
BeOS / Haiku OS is okay, too.
Same thing here... none is really good at it.

Monday, Sep 5th
4:32PM

14,710,905 Windows only gets an excellent rating if the third-party app 'Ultramon' is installed. Otherwise, it's only Okay.
Monday, Sep 5th
7:45AM

14,706,265
macos (not osX ok?!) works pretty decent for either mirror or independent displays

I do recall that beos worked nicely too although its been a while since I ran this os

Monday, Sep 5th
2:04AM

14,696,767 Solaris: Excellent
Sunday, Sep 4th
5:52PM
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Question

13 Would you line them up or make them follow a more complex
structure ? (Mandatory)

Answers

683
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 41.5% 83% COUNT PERCENT

Screens would follow an horizontal or vertical line 562 82%

They would follow a more complex structure 121 18%



Question

14 In software, would you use them in "seamless mode" or as
independent video outputs ? (Mandatory)

Answers

683
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 39.5% 79% COUNT PERCENT

Seamless mode (content can stretch across
multiple screens, windows can cross screen
boundaries)

536 78%

Independent video outputs 147 22%

Question

15 For seamless mode, tick what you think would be fair OS limitations
Answers

424
62%

Skips

259
38%

0% 25.5% 51% COUNT PERCENT

Dot density (DPI) should match 283 50%

When screen edges touch each other, they should
have roughly the same length 280 50%
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Question

16 Thanks for your answers ! Anything else you want to tell us ?
Answers

70
10%

Skips

613
90%

14,847,974

DPI and Edge size limitations should not be imposed on the OS level. Not all multi-monitor setups can
feasibly meet these requirements, for instance a 14" laptop display with a 23" LCD external display set up
in seamless mode, as 14" monitors are rather difficult to come by, other sizes must be acceptable to
ensure a multi-monitor with a laptop solution would work. Another concern would be if one of two displays
dies in a desktop setup, the same DPI+edge size cannot always be found for a replacement (16:10 vs 16:9
monitors).

Another note: My categorization of Mac OS X's handling of extended mode as terrible is because of their
fixed menu bar that spans the top of the primary monitor. This forces the user of a program on the
secondary display to have to move the mouse across a large screen area to reach the menu items. The
particular setup that comes to mind is my mac pro with 2 23" Cinema Displays, because of their high
resolution, it is a huge annoyance to move all the way to the upper left hand corner to perform a basic
menu action.

Today, 7:46AM

14,770,023

I already had my first multi display setup done soon after Windows98 was released, at the times it was
working on Linux and at other times on Windows. Both required whole lot of work to make it work (with 3
graphics cards and 4 displays, one graphics card being dual-head). It was amazing experience and work I
had to do for it was definately worth it.

After some time when I had to give up on few monitors it felt horrible, it was really hard to adjust again for
smaller amount of desktop space. Right now I have dual display setup at home, while at the times it feels a
bit tight, it's still a lot better work experience than single display setup.

This is exactly why I feel frustrated at work, having to deal with single 19" display is awful.

Wednesday, Sep
7th 8:21PM

14,756,294
"I have always been putting together unrelated purchases" is not right. I have an iMac and I deliberately
bought a Dell to go with it, but not at the same time! I got it later, when I had the money.

Wednesday, Sep
7th 5:36AM

14,750,493

I want to choose what to do with the taskbar. Stretch it? Put it on screen A. Put it on screen B.

If I loose one screen I need to be able to access any windows previously on that screen. Never should a
window "disappear" and be put outside a screen (some applications remember their position and will not
be relocated when restarted). Why should the OS even allow a window to be placed so you can't move it?

Further, everything should be just plug-n-play. I love Win+P in Win7 for switching between modes. Use
something similar for multiple screen setup.

Also allow for separate wallpapers. Oh, and Aero snap-like features should work on multiple screens as
well. Make it work even on the border between two screens.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
10:37PM



14,749,919

I personally always run a portrait-mode screen so my display isn't a pure rectangle. I *abhor* the wide-
screen 16:10 format, I'd much rather go back to 1600x1200 (4:3) or so -- I'm working, I'm not watching
movies damnit, and I want the vertical screen space back! And a minor addition, horizontal desk space is
precious -- vertical space, not-so-much.

You might also ask about existing monitor expansion capabilities -- for instance I could run a 3rd monitor
simply by attaching it. A 4th would requires an additional display card.

You might also ask about intermittent monitors: I'n looking at a 47" LCD HDMI screen, and although I don't,
I _could_ attach and cable it up to watch movies. I haven't, but I might try that. (Could run a long HDMI
cable on the floor, good for initial testing.) I know that the TV _does_ hook up to a laptop in multi-monitor
mode, I've done that as well.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
10:07PM

14,748,515

I find it interesting that you seem to want a requirement of DPI or screen length in a multi-monitor setup.
Granted it will simplify things for you but in the end you'll end up imposing an artificial limit which will annoy
some users. If the user doesn't match the ideal then only the primary monitor will satisfy whatever you are
holding dear that the others will have known deficiencies. It seems to be acceptable to a lot of windows
users including myself.

Home Machine: 3 montiors. 16:9 21" LCD, 4:3 24" CRT, 4:3 19" LCD. Resolutions don't match. CRT has
higher vertical resolution than the LCDs so moving the mouse over to the other monitors could cause the
mouse to get stuck at the bottom corners of the CRT because there isn't any desktop there on the other
monitors. No biggy. I've seen this behavior on old SUN workstations where a color monitor was a lot lower
in resolution than the monochrome monitor that was also attached. Sun did a little clever thing that
Microsoft didn't. Where the mouse could travel to the second monitor it would show the desktop normally
on the monochrome. Where it couldn't it would draw a slight black line. But all in all, it's not really missed
and it only catches me and others a few times.

Work Machine: 2 monitors. 16:9 27" LCD 1080p (x2)

Tuesday, Sep 6th
9:14PM

14,747,809
I like to angle my screens so it forms a very slight "V" shape. My main screen is on the left, and my
secondary screen is on the right. I'm a developer, so the dual screens are a must so I can code on one
screen and have my notes up on another screen.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
8:46PM

14,746,833

Spanning (as opposed to extended) desktops kinda suck for windows you want to snap into place: to fill
just one screen when maximized. I suppose in this new computing era, we will add another icon to the
window controls: ( _ + ◙ x )
For the best of both worlds.

As cheap as large LCD (and the like) TVs are now, I wonder if multi-monitors will be a thing of the past.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
7:56PM

14,734,407
I really miss proper support of the independent (zaphod) mode in the Randr extension
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RandR from drivers till the GUI tools to onfigure multiple display setup.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
7:33AM

14,734,198 Native Synergy support would be a dream come true!
Tuesday, Sep 6th
7:00AM

14,731,263

I want (but don't have, due to software support) two (similar) monitors, plus a third smaller monitor off to
the side showing unrelated data. Depending on the context (e.g watching movies) you might use a single
of the two main monitors, or both.

While I want tasks to be separate on separate monitors, I want to be able to move tasks between
monitors, (by clicking and dragging).

Very large horizontal setups mean lots of mouse dragging and can be more annoying than it first appears.

Tuesday, Sep 6th
3:05AM

14,726,827 I only use desktop pcs.
Monday, Sep 5th
10:09PM

14,725,263
X Window has a nice feature called Distributed Multihead X (DMX) which let you use monitors from multiple
computers.

Monday, Sep 5th
8:49PM

14,725,244 Nope!
Monday, Sep 5th
8:47PM

14,723,015
Xinerama is very slow. The only feasible solution to having more than two screens on Linux without slow
Xinerama is to use AMD EyeFinity with the binary driver.

Monday, Sep 5th
6:52PM

14,722,741
3 27" monitors rock for development... Rdp session open in one, visual studio open in another, and
outlook open on the 3rd

Monday, Sep 5th
6:40PM



14,720,175
The OS must permit to change one screen content independently from other screens: i.e. how e17 (with
one pager per screen) or awesome wm do.

Monday, Sep 5th
4:34PM

14,720,144

setups used in the past:
-one large (22inch) TFT screen and two 90 degree turned 15inch TFTs,
-two similar-sized TFTs (17inch) and one screen of them duplicated to a 24inch CRT for color truth
- four 19inch TFT with the bloody 16 to 9 ratio turned 90 degrees for sanity (all programs have the tool
bars on top, no one has them on sides anyway, who ever came up with 16 to 9 ratio needs to go to a
mental rehab...).
- notebook display exported to 24inch crt for gaming, to better see units at a high resolution, still keeping
the small one active (nearly no games support multihead...)
- two displays on two matrox 550 each with 17 inch and two more above in 19 inch, which where running
on a different computer, but exported windows for display purpose only using x11 - network based
framebuffer for 10gbit direct link would really be nice :)

Monday, Sep 5th
4:32PM

14,719,032 Most common case: I use Synergy - multiple monitors but also multiple computers
Monday, Sep 5th
3:50PM

14,718,705

I've tried lots of solutions for multiple monitors but I use a notebook which complicates things. I originally
tried Matrox' DualHead2Go but it's way too limited in its configurations. I now use USB graphics
(DisplayLink) which works really well because I can use any monitor position/rotation/resolution and I can
buy more products as I go (I started with a Toshiba dynadock and have added USB to DVI adapters by
Plugable - they all work together).

Monday, Sep 5th
3:35PM

14,717,127
Limitations are bad, only put them in place if you totally, positvely and absolutely cannot make something
work within a reasonable timeframe but leave open a route to lift those limits later on.

Monday, Sep 5th
2:25PM

14,716,484

Regarding OS Limitations: I'd be pretty annoyed if any of those were implemented.

My primary multi-screen use is to connect a larger screen to my Macbook. I still use the macbook display
for trivial tasks like iTunes/IM, or to display documents when I am working on assignments.

The screens have different edges and DPI, so any of those limits would wreck it.

Monday, Sep 5th
1:53PM

14,715,812 www.displaylink.com
Monday, Sep 5th
1:13PM

14,715,577 next time give us the possibility to go back and change our answers
Monday, Sep 5th
12:55PM

14,715,368
Yeah, you should not ask this question about whether the sizes should match. I'm a laptop owner, and I
don't care that the sizes don't match. I just WANT it to work.

Monday, Sep 5th
12:40PM

14,715,095
When connecting a large screen to a small laptop, I want to keep both displays and have a
nonrectangular viewing area with different DPI.

Monday, Sep 5th
12:07PM

14,714,963

Seamless/independent use usually depends on task at hand: If you have for example 2x2 monitors you
might want to use it as a gaming/moviewall at one time and keep independent tasks limited to a single
screen at for instance, office work. A nice observation here is that if content is stretched over multiple
displays it usually occupies the majority of screen space on each of those displays.

Monday, Sep 5th
12:10PM

14,714,588 Mostly statictics
Monday, Sep 5th
11:46AM

14,714,142

I tend to view multiple monitors as "a heap of places to show windows on". What I use both at home and at
work is two different screens of roughly the same size. I very rarely let a window be split by a monitor
border, so precise alignment or matching DPI isn't important. (My two home displays have slightly different
color rendering, too - this is a feature, not a bug, when processing photos.)

Monday, Sep 5th
11:12AM

14,713,653 good morning
Monday, Sep 5th
10:46AM

14,713,538
Today it is hard to get a Screen with decent vertical resolution. I'd probably go for three HD-Screens and
rotate them by 90°.

Monday, Sep 5th
10:37AM

This survey still ask useless questions... (And one that do not relate to the OS, like in Q.15, how the length
of the screen is a limitation of the OS ?) What is important is the management of your windows, the Monday, Sep 5th



14,713,341
of the screen is a limitation of the OS ?) What is important is the management of your windows, the
workflow... not if the text show the same height, or with the same number of pixels to be displayed at the
same size...

Monday, Sep 5th
10:28AM

14,712,369

Full screen only applications that change resolution to something smaller on the primary screen in
windows usually result in the secondary screen to fubar in terms of layout of other applications.

another grievance is that some fullscreen applications dont allow you to run a video stream on the slave
screen.

Monday, Sep 5th
9:27AM

14,712,132

On Linux, nVidia and AMD have a huge difference in their multi-monitor handling. Since the nVidia drivers
only support Xinerama instead of the newer XRandR 1.2 or newer, enabling or disabling a slave display with
nVidia hardware isn't detectable with certain software (such as the i3 window manager) and is difficult to
trigger. (either you have to use the nvidia_settings GUI application, or you have to get a custom script like
disper)

Monday, Sep 5th
9:13AM

14,712,124
All I really want is a single bigger / higher resoluton monitor. Multimonitor continues to be a 'work around'
rather than a proper solution for me.

Monday, Sep 5th
9:12AM

14,712,026

No OS limitations would be better of course.
Why not say pixels per inch (screen) instead of dots per inch (printer).
Different screens have different dpi or ppi, but they also NEED different color and gamma corrections,
please do not forget this.
Do not forget another setup: poor school having 4 screens/keyboard/mouse connected to the same
physical PC and each set MUST work independently.

NB:
You own OS cannot cover ALL bases.
We are only human, our lifetime is limited as our abilities.
You cannot think of all use cases, some will only appear in the future => leave your options open.

--
philippe.socias@gmail.com

Monday, Sep 5th
9:02AM

14,711,964

I am participating in both of your surveys, but I actually didn't feel any more comfortable with the revised
survey. I'm using a laptop (ThinkPad W500) and external monitor 24" (1920x1200). And I'm quite satisfied
with this set-up which is technically seamless albeit rather heterogeneus (different DPI, different sizes,
even vertical positions) ...
So, I'm using it in a 'seamless primary-slave' set-up where the other monitor is somehow supporting activity
I'm doing on the first one. And the roles of the both sometimes switch.

Monday, Sep 5th
9:00AM

14,711,123

Think you should have had some questions related to graphics cards.

Do you use one quad head graphics cards, are all your graphic cards the same or are they a mixture

The first survey had a lot of questions about monitors but that's the last link in the chain. If your OS and
hardware is setup then monitors become more of a preference issue then a performance issue. I had a
Quad head card that did not work well in a asus mother board but was fine in a gigabyte. I now have two
different cards - I had to set manual refresh rates under linux for a time but later updates seemed to
resolve the issue but then I guess it's what type of information you are after with your survey.

Monday, Sep 5th
8:03AM

14,711,027

The only reason I don't use Linux as my main OS is because of its poor cross-video card multimonitor
support - er, lack of support.

Windows with cygwin and ssh'ing to a Linux box is so much better than the current X limitations.

Monday, Sep 5th
7:57AM

14,710,995

KDE only supporting "seemless mode" is a driver for some of my decisions. Also, I don't know if this is an X-
stack issue or something KDE doesn't support, but it would be nice to not need an xorg.conf for multiple
or hotplugged monitors. nvidia-settings is currently absolutely necessary for using a laptop across
different desks/environments.

Monday, Sep 5th
7:54AM

14,710,474

This move to widescreen formats is IMHO making a lot of Dev tools harder to use. Vertical real estate is
essential for tools like Eclipse/Visual studio. I wish I could afford to get a rig where I could take TWO
1920x1080 screens and mount them vertically side by side giving 2160x1920 with a very small gap
between the adjacent edges.

Monday, Sep 5th
7:10AM

14,710,178

At work, I have two identical monitors side by side. At home, I have two of different sizes and ages -- they
are about 6 inches apart -- one is directly in front of me, the other is off to the side. I usually treat them as
entirely separate entities, but I look back and forth between them. For example, on the right one I might
place some reference information while I'm coding on the left (main) one.

Monday, Sep 5th
6:38AM



14,708,834
I use my notebook with an external monitor (bigger, different DPI), but I don't consider it to be "slave." I
consider it to be a seamless desktop that stretches and shrinks depending on where I'm using the
notebook. Regardless, I don't stretch windows across multiple displays unless I have to.

Monday, Sep 5th
5:04AM

14,707,820
The only way more than 3 display can be productive is tiled window manager with strong tools to organize
that much content. Otherwise the overhead will decrease productivity

Monday, Sep 5th
3:54AM

14,706,538 I love you.
Monday, Sep 5th
2:23AM

14,704,231 Sorry for being late :P
Sunday, Sep 4th
11:59PM

14,704,103
In the room the women come and go
Talking of Michelangelo

Sunday, Sep 4th
11:54PM

14,703,899

For laptop use, I usually use my 2ndary screen, which is bigger and turn off the laptop's main display
because I think it's easier to work this way; I don't get lost in where I put things.
I usually don't carry out tasks which require data visualization and input simultaneously (e.g. like maybe
running unit tests while developing..). Or, if I must do that, I can achieve that in a single screen with the
bigger display (e.g. split terminal window or one app above and the other below).

Sunday, Sep 4th
11:44PM

14,703,587 Hi !
Sunday, Sep 4th
11:27PM

14,703,102

I hate how Windows doesn't have a task bar on both screens in seamless mode. Sure, you can do it with
third party software, but I shouldn't have to. I'd ideally want the same task bar, complete with start button
and sys tray on both screens, and all the same tasks. Focusing a task from the task bar should bring it up
on THAT screen, regardless of where it was the last time you focused it. The key, of course, is to make it
an option. The current behaviour is good enough, and I'm sure it's what some people want, I just don't see
why a third party program like Ultramon can offer it and it can't be a part of Windows by Default.

Sunday, Sep 4th
11:06PM

14,700,922

How about doing a graphical representation of your data.

There is plenty you can do with Excel, LibreOffice or the Statistics-package(free) R.

SPSS or SAS is also good of course.

Sunday, Sep 4th
9:06PM

14,700,806

While I work in seamless mode most of the time, I want the ability to define "snap regions" (at any place,
but most especially at the monitor edges).
I imagine that this would allow me to place a window (not maximized) near the monitor edge and have it
snap into place along the monitor edge (or corner). I should also have the option to maximize within a
single monitor, or across any number of adjacent monitors that form a rectangle, up to the entire display.
In a 2X2 monitor setup I would like to "maximize" some apps to 1X1, others to 1X2, etc.

Lastly, more than anything, I want monitors with significantly higher DPI, but there isn't much you can do
about that in software...

Sunday, Sep 4th
9:00PM

14,700,584
I would like to have the possibility to have a single fullscreen program open on one display, and still be
able to have multiple workspaces/views on the other. i.e., my usual grid of 3x3 workspaces for different
activities on the external big display, with e.g., email open in the laptop screen.

Sunday, Sep 4th
8:47PM

14,700,561 Second survey looks much better!
Sunday, Sep 4th
8:46PM

14,700,446
Apps should remember the display they were last on but should NEVER display completely outside the
currently available desktop-area (Windows apps tend to save geometry and restore even if the second
display is absent!).

Sunday, Sep 4th
8:40PM

14,700,393
For a somewhat uncommon(but awesome) software setup for screens, check the i3 window manager - so
far it is the only desktop environment that maps screens exactly as I like.

Sunday, Sep 4th
8:37PM

14,699,433 I'm bonking your girlfriend.
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:56PM

14,699,391 Won't ever be the standard use in computing.
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:54PM



14,699,094
I don't really need windows to be able to be half on one screen and half on another, but I do need to be
able to drag/move windows between different monitors.

Sunday, Sep 4th
7:38PM

14,698,624 for the best multi-monitor experience under Linux use the binary NVIDIA drivers.
Sunday, Sep 4th
7:12PM

14,698,555

I still reckon that 1366x768 is poorly supported, works ok in Linux Mint but doesn't work in Ubuntu (for
example).
If you load the NVidia drivers you can have 1360x768 which makes the middle text a bit blurry.
It's not an unusual resolution, it seems like half the monitors for sale are like this.
Come on Linux get you act together.
Forget probing the EDID, NVidia drivers just ignore it.

Sunday, Sep 4th
7:10PM

14,698,277 I seem to have spilled some water on my gremlins, is that a problem?
Sunday, Sep 4th
6:57PM

14,698,022
this survey is way too small and forget something very inportant: the window manager which dictate how
we use the multi screen configuration.
and what about virtual screen ? ( I have 32 of them and can't miss a single)

Sunday, Sep 4th
6:44PM

14,697,885

I use a dual screen setup at work with a laptop + docking station. Because the monitor cannot be setup
as low as the laptop I need be slightly offset, Windows XP allows me to do this without a problem (have not
tried with GNU/Linux). The main problem I have with the setup is that I have never been able to get the
color/brightness/contrast ratios correctly between the 2 monitors (laptop + 24" monitor), despite both
being HP-built.

Sunday, Sep 4th
6:39PM

14,697,735

Use dual similar screens on my Linux setup at home. (Purchased one, then purchased a second about a
year later. Models had changed slightly in the interim, so they're not identical.) Both screens have the
same resolution and are sitting side by side, touching. Use Twinview to create a single virtual screen of
same height and twice the width of the single monitor.

Use my Windows laptop in a docking station and a secondary monitor at work. Screens have different
resolution and are sitting near each other but not touching, roughly aligned horizontally. Use Multimon
software to make things a bit easier.

Sunday, Sep 4th
6:32PM

14,697,154

I'd love to see better use of the network for multiple displays. It would be great to move a window onto
another machine on the network. At the moment, the only way to do this is to rearrange the wiring, or use
VNC/terminalserver.

Proper resolution independence would also help with combining monitors in a flexible way.

Sunday, Sep 4th
6:04PM

14,697,066
Re Q15, there is no such thing as a "fair" OS limitation. Both of those are cop outs for lazy developers. If
you still can't match where Windows and OS X were ten years ago, just give up already.

Sunday, Sep 4th
6:03PM

14,696,897

A system should prevent windows from being off-screen. This sometimes happens after reconfiguring the
monitor setup (e.g. by plugging your laptop into a new projector).
Furthermore, a system should always automatically identify the connected monitors and apply the last
user-defined setup. In this regard, current OSs are somewhat lacking and tend to "forget" the monitor
setup occasionally.

Sunday, Sep 4th
5:56PM

14,696,700

There is a mode of usage which didn't seem to fit either seamless or independent, whereby each monitor
holds a separate workspace, but one is still capable of transporting windows to the other workspaces. I
may not have read quite right and this did fall under one definition. The 'independent' way seemed close,
so I selected that.

Sunday, Sep 4th
5:48PM

14,696,694 don't touch me
Sunday, Sep 4th
5:48PM
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